
 

MEETING MINUTES FEBRURAY 4TH 2016 

 
Gerille call meeting to order 

 

REPORTS: 

Tyler talked about the safe serve certification, dates, and money to be 
certified. 

Tyler talked about chemical certifications for the pool and when the 
director would go and get this done. 

Tyler told the authority that the electrical inspection for the pool is good 
until 2017 

Tyler informed the authority that he talked to John Epley about the 
chlorine for the pool and we could go through the boro for right now and 
then when it comes due we will switch it to our name. 

Tyler informed the authority that Kevin Plasterer will be at March 
meeting to discuss the concrete bathrooms remodeling project along with 
the wall fixes at the concrete bleachers 

Tyler discussed the Rec Desk program rates 

Tyler asked if we would like to eliminate the middle man when dealing 
with the new uniforms and just use the whole sale supplier.  Authority 
told Tyler to get the numbers together and report back. 

 

Committees were discussed: 

Finance- Derek Handed out paper work 

 



 

Facilities- Rick talked about the new Pavilion rates.  We would reduce the 
rates to $5.00 lower than all other parks 

Ed motioned to pass the new rates 

Rick second 

Motion carried 

Tyler asked if he was to clean up trash after a rental or have the renter 
clean it up for a fee. 

Tyler will clean up after each event and make sure it is ready for the next 

Personnel: 

Talked about finalizing the interview schedules and people that will be 
selected to interview 

Talked about the amount of and which holidays will be given to the 
director and the other benefits that Ed, Rick and Sam Wiser discussed 

No other committees have meet yet. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT: 

A group of young men and some parents talked to the authority about a 
place to skate board at the park.  Parent, Frank Bowman spoke. 

Fred Scott was said to have the old equipment from the old skate park that 
was at the old community center. 

Rick will talk to Fred Scott to find out if it is still around 

Authority will table this discussion until more information is found 

 

Minutes from last meeting could not be read due to Rick not being able to 
locate them. 

 



 

Rick will get them and repost them on the doc’s page 

 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Friends of Memorial Park Pool agreed to pay for the concrete deck work 
around the pool. 

Rick made a motion to accept Gann Morrow’s proposal  

Ed second  

Motion carried 

Gerilee announced that we have joined the Shippensburg chamber of 
commerce. 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

Extreme softball and baseball was present to talk about using certain 
fields at the park to practice on 

Heath Newell and Dave Orndorff were there to represent Extreme 

Heath gave the board the new information about their insurance and 
wanted to know how much we are going to charge them for reserving the 
fields. 

Nathan motioned to move this talk to an executive meeting 

Rick 2nd  

Motion carried 

Shippensburg Area Athletic Association (SAAA) represented by Todd 
Martin talked about their organization and what was the authority’s 
expectations for a working relationship 

Todd asked about new fencing around the back stop 

 



 

Todd talked about concession stand usage during their game 

The authority asked if they had a safe serve cert. and Todd said he would 
check on it. 

Todd asked the authority if we would be giving them any financial help 
and the authority told him not at this point. 

Todd asked he was allowed to put up a screen netting on fence behind the 
bleachers behind the backstop.  The authority said that would be ok but 
the SAAA would have to purchase it and install it themselves and it had to 
take down at the end of each season. 

Todd asked if they could have a list of our events so he could put it in 
their program.  Tyler will get a list ready 

 

Derek introduced Craig Witmer from Smith, Elliot and Kerns (SEK) 

Craig talked about why we need an accountant to do a yearly audit. 

SEK will charge $1200.00 for the first year and will be a higher rate as the 
authority grows. 

Motion to accept SEK as accountants by Derek 

Gerilee 2nd 

Motion carried 

 

Quality Turf represented by Chuck Jones talked about what his company 
does for turf management at the park 

Tyler informed the authority that he has reached out to more than 3 
companies to provide quotes for turf management and that Chuck is the 
only one that would provide a bid. 

 



 

Sam Wiser read the law about needing 3 quotes is there are fewer than 3 
businesses in our area that do this work. 

Tyler will draft a note saying that he did reach out to 3 companies and on 
one responded. 

Motion to accept Quality Turf Management but will not exceed our 
budget number by Nathan 

Rick second 

Motion carried  

Todd Martin from the SAAA asked if Quality turf could do the baseball 
infield and left field.  It was never done in the past.  Chuck would look at 
numbers and try and work out a price. 

 

Shippensburg aquatic club and the authority numbers were talked about 

SAC was told by Tyler that they could only use the pool for lessons in the 
morning not the evening and SAC said this is not what they wanted and 
might not use our pool at all. 

Tyler asked if we could table this to the next meeting and the Pool 
committee will look at the numbers 

 

Mowing quotes were reviewed. 

Tyler showed the authority the quotes that he had received. 

Quotes were received from Fishers Landscaping and Nealy and Rhine 

Nathan asked but looking at the numbers to hire a seasonal employee and 
by a mower and he that person do all mowing except football and soccer 
field. 

 



 

Tyler will ask Chad Fisher for a price on doing the soccer field and inside 
the stadium. 

This will get moved to the Facilities committee 

 

Tyler talked to McDonalds about a donation.  McDonalds told Tyler to 
send over a written request 

The authority talked about why Southampton Township Franklin co. does 
not have a Park and Rec impact fee.  Gerilee will talk to Sam Cressler and 
find out why not and if we can get one installed. 

 

Derek discussed what the card limits would be on the PEX cards 

Derek also explained how the cards would work and how money is added 
to the account 

Discretionary limit at $500.00 

Motioned by Ed 

Rick second 

Motion carried 

$2000.00 set aside in PEX account  

Motion by Derek 

Rick second 

Motion carried 

 

Derek will contact Cohick and Associates about doing the personal 
accounting for the authority 

 



 

Rick talked about what would happened if the authority had to postpone a 
meeting 

Meeting would be moved to a new date and have to be re advertised 

 

Ed asked who the point of contact would be if the director would not come 
in due to bad weather. 

The director would contact Rick or Ed 

 

Nathan talked about the Interscholastic Bike League Mountain Biking 
Team 

Nathan told the authority what is about and how the authority could 
benefit. 

Nathan would like to build trails at the Dykeman area and would also like 
to see a pump track there. 

Nathan will find out more info and report back 

 

Tyler talked about the grants and donations 

Naugle foundation gave $1100.00 

Tyler asked about what we would spend this money on. 

A motion was made by Nathan to use the Stewart and Hosfeld money for 
pool expenses. 

Gerilee second 

Motion carried 

Tyler will talk to Nicole Bard about releasing this money to the authority 

 
 



 

A motion was made for Tyler to write a grant for the priorities for the pool 
that would not be covered by old grant money by Nathan 

Ed second  

Motion carried 

BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS: 

Gerilee will not be at the next meeting 

 

Meeting Adjourned 

 

 

 

 

 

 


